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Pronouns / Simple Sentences

Pronouns

Singluar Plural

1st
Person ehd; I

ehk; we (listener included)

ehq;fs; we (listener not included)

2nd
Person

eP you

ePq;fs; you

ePq;fs; you (with respect)

3rd
Person

mtd; he

mtu;fs; theymts; she

mtu; he/she (respect)

mJ it mit they ("those things")

Singular / Plural

Singular means that a word refers to only 1 thing. Plural means that a
word refers to more than 1 thing.

1st, 2nd, & 3rd Person

First person speech means the person speaking is talking about 

him/herself as an individual ("I...") or in a group ("we..."). In Thamil, ehk; is 
used when the person who is being spoken to is included in the group.

("Are we there yet?") ehq;fs; is used when the person who is being spoken
to is not included. ("We saw a bear! You missed it.")

Second person speech means that the person being spoken to is being 

spoken about. ("Who are you?") ePq;fs; is used for a group of people, as 
well as for just one person who receives respect.
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Third person speech means that the speaker is talking with someone 

about someone else. ("He is good." "They are smart.") mtu; is used when 

talking about a person who receives respect. mJ refers to anything that is 

not a person (place, thing, idea). mit is used to refer to more than 1 
place, thing, or idea, such as 9 dogs or 5 tables.

Simple Sentences

There is no way to translate "is" in Thamil, and there is no translation for 
"is" in making simple sentences. So if you want to make a simple, 
informative statement, just put the two words together without a verb. Ex:

mtu; fhty;fhud; = "He is a police officer."

Also, you can use numbers to describe what is being referred to. There

is a word for "a"/"an", which is xU, which is used. Ex:

mtu;fs; Ie;J Mrpupau;fs; = "They are 5 teachers."

ehd; xU igad; = "I am a boy."

Technicalities

If you want to say something like "It is red", you will have to wait until you 
get to Adjectives & Adverbs. In English, the words "is" and "are" are called 

linking verbs. A linking verb restates the subject (mtu;) with the predicate 

noun (fhty;fhud;). In other words, mtu; = fhty;fhud;. The word "red" in 
"It is red" is a predicate adjective, and is said differently in Thamil.

Negatives / Questions

Negatives

A negative sentence is a sentence where you say "no" or "not". The 

word for "no" is ,y;iy.
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Simple Sentence - Negative

To make a simple sentence negative (reverse the meaning), add ,y;iy to the 
end of the sentence

Ex:

mtu; fhty;fhud; ,y;iy = "He is not a police officer."

mtu;fs; Ie;J Mrpupau;fs; ,y;iy = "They are not 5 teachers."

ehd; xU igad; ,y;iy = "I am not a boy."

Questions

Forming Questions

To turn a sentence into a question, add -M to the end of the sentence.

Ex:

mtu; fhty;fhudh = "Is he a police officer?"

mtu;fs; Ie;J Mrpupau;fsh = "Are they 5 teachers?"

ehd; xU igadh = "Am I a boy?"

For rules on adding suffixes, go here

Verb Roots / Verb Suffixes

Verb Roots

A verb root is just that -- the basic form of a verb to which suffixes are 
added. By adding suffixes, you can create all the different tenses in Thamil.

Verbs roots, by themselves, can be used as commands. A command is 
a statement requesting something to be done.

Weak / Strong Verbs
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Thamil verbs have been organized into 7 classes based on the changes 
made when adding suffixes. Weak verbs refer to verbs in classes 1-4. 
Strong verbs refer to verbs in classes 6-7. There are no more than 10 or so
verbsin class 5, so we'll leave it alone.

Verb Suffixes

When verbs show action in a sentence, a suffix is added to the verbs 
that match up with the subject of the sentence. Each pronoun is associated 
with a verb suffix. This means that if a pronoun appears in a sentence, then 
its corresponding verb suffix is adding to the end of the verb. (Verb suffixes
are also known as PGN or PNG suffixes.) The table below shows pronouns 
and the corresponding verb suffixes:

Singluar Plural
Pronoun Verb Suffix Pronoun Verb Suffix

1st
Person ehd; -Vd;

ehk; -Xk;
ehq;fs; -Xk;

2nd
Person

eP -Ma;
ePq;fs; -<u;fs;

ePq;fs; -<u;fs; 

3rd
Person

mtd; -Md;
mtu;fs; -Mu;fs;mts; -Ms;

mtu; -Mu;

mJ
-mJ
(past/present tense)

-ck; (future 
tense)

mit
N/A* (past/present 
tense)

-ck; (future 
tense)

*Present tense verbs used with mit are made differently. Since 

mJ and mit present quite a few excpetions, verbs with mJ, mit
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will be taught later.

If the subject of the sentence isn't a pronoun, then the subject will have a
related pronoun. Then the verb suffix corresponding to the related prnoun is
added to the verb. Ex:

verb suffix for fkyh = Ms;
verb suffix for mts; = Ms;

verb suffix for kzp = Md;
verb suffix for mtd; = Md;

Some Weak Verbs

tpisahL play

J}q;F sleep

cl;fhu; sit

thq;F buy, receive

XL run

Some Strong Verbs

gb read

nfhL give

ghu; see

epid think
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Verbs - Present Tense

Present Tense

The present tense refers to a sentence where the action is currently 
taking place. Examples of present tense sentences are "He runs", "She 
reads", and "They play".

Turning a verb root into a present tense verb depends on if the verb is a 
weak or strong verb:

Present Tense - Weak Verbs

verb root + fpw; + verb suffix

Ex:

eha; J}q;FfpwJ = "The dog sleeps."

mtu;fs; tpisahLfpwhu;fs; = "They play."

mtd; thq;Ffpwhd; = "He buys."

Present Tense - Strong Verbs

verb root + f;fpw; + verb suffix

Ex:

fkyh gbf;fpwhs; = "Kamala reads."

ePq;fs; ghu;f;fpwPu;fs; = "You watch."

ehd; epidf;fpNwd; = "I think."

Adding Suffixes

Adding Suffixes
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Adding suffixes is one of the most important things in Thamil grammar. 
The rules for adding suffixes will be used in a large majority of the 
remaining lessons. The rules presented below aren't all the rules, but they 
are the more commonly used ones.

Suffix Addition Rules

If the suffix begins in a vowel sound and the word ends in an ,, <, V, or 

I, insert a a; in between.

1.

If the suffix begins in a vowel sound and the word ends in an m, M, C, 

x, X, or xs, insert a t; in bewteen.

2.

If the suffix begins in a vowel sound and the word ends in an c sound, 
and...

If the word is made of 2 short letters, insert a t; in between.a.

If the word is not made of 2 short letters, drop the -c and add the 
suffix.

b.

3.

If the suffix begins in a vowel sound and the word is made of 2 short letters, 
with the 2nd letter being a consonant, then double the 2nd letter and add 
the ending.

4.

Otherwise, join the word and suffix as they are.

So far, we've come across 2 instances of adding suffixes. The first time 
was forming a question. Not coincidentally, each sentence ended in a 
consonant, so the last rule was used. Then came present tense verbs, where 

a verb suffix was added to "verb root + fpw;/f;fpw;". Since fpw; and f;fpw; both
end in a consonant, the last rule was used again.

These rules for adding suffixes will always apply unless otherwise 
specified.

Compound Subjects

Now let's try examples using the ending for compound subjects.

Compound Subjects

For each member of a compound subject, the suffix -ck; is added to each 
word.
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Since compound subjects refer to more than 1 person or thing, the 
subject thus becomes plural.

Suffix Examples:

jk;gpAk; jq;ifAk; nfhLf;fpwhu;fs; = "Younger brother and 
younger sister give."

jk;gp -a; -ck; = jk;gpAk;
jq;if -a; -ck; = jq;ifAk;

1.

mk;khTk; ehDk; cl;fhu;fpNwhk; = "Mother and I sit."

mk;kh -t; -ck; = mk;khTk;
ehd; -ck; = ehDk;

2.

ehDk; khLk; XLfpNwhk; = "The bull and I run."

ehd; -ck; = ehDk;
khL -ck; = khLk;

a.

ePAk; gRTk; ghu;f;fpwPu;fs; = "You and the cow see."

eP -a; -ck; = ePAk;
gR -t; -ck; = gRTk;

b.

3.

MZk; ngz;Zk; cl;fhu;fpwhu;fs; = "The male and the female
sit."

Mz; -ck; = MZk;
ngz; -ck; = ngz;Zk;

4.

Verbs - Future Tense

Future Tense

Once you have a handle on which verbs are strong and which verbs are 
weak, putting verbs into the future tense shouldn't be too hard.
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Future Tense - Weak Verbs

For pronouns (other than mJ/mit), verb root + t; + verb suffix

Ex:

ePq;fs; XLtPu;fs; = "You will run."

mtd; J}q;Fthd; = "He will sleep."

mtu;fs; NgRthu;fsh? = "Will they speak?"

eha; ehisf;F cl;fhUk; = "The dog will sit tomorrow."

Future Tense - Strong Verbs

For pronouns (other than mJ/mit), verb root + g;g; + verb suffix

Ex:

eP nfhLg;ghah? = "Will you give?"

mit Fbf;Fk; = "They will drink."

ePq;fs; vq;Nf trpg;gPu;fs;? = "Where will you live?"

ehq;fs; rikg;Nghk; = "We will cook."

More Verbs

More Weak Verbs

NgR talk

cz;> rhg;gpL eat

tpUk;G like

vOJ write
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More Strong Verbs

el walk

Fb drink

rik cook

trp live

,U be

"All" / Listing Subjects / "Or"

"All"

For the English word "all", there are two words. One word is used for 
people, and one word is used for non-people things.

"All"

vy;NyhUk; everyone

vy;yhk; everything

To translate the word "all" when it is used as an adjective in English, 
insert one of the two words above after the things/people it describes. Ex:

me;j khLfs; vy;yhk; J}q;Fk; = "All of those cattle will sleep."

Foe;ijfs; vy;NyhUk; ,d;W tpisahLthu;fs; = "All of the 
kids will play today."

Listing Subjects

When the subject of a sentence is a compound subject, 2 things or 
people are referred to. To refer to many things at the same time, you put 
the words in a list.
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Forming A List

Separate each item with a comma, then place "vy;NyhUk;"/"vy;yhk;" 
at the end.

1.

Separate each item with a comma, then insert "kw;Wk;" before the last 
word.

2.

Other Meanings Of -ck;

The suffix -ck; can also be used to mean "even" or "also". Ex:

mtu;fSk; jkpo; gbf;fpwhu;fsh? = "Do they too read Thamil?"

me;j rpd;d ngz;Zk; gbf;fpwhs; = "Even that litte girl reads."

"Or"

To use the word "or" in the subject of the sentence is easy. To do that, 

just insert the word "my;yJ" between the two words. Ex:

re;jpud; my;yJ Nfhghy; rikg;ghd; = "Chanthiran or Gopal will 
cook."

It is probably more proper to use "my;yJ" in a compound sentence, 
especially if the 2 subjects take differently verb suffixes. Ex:

mts; elg;ghs;> my;yJ mtd; elg;ghd;. = "She will walk, or he
will walk."

"my;yJ" can also be used with verbs. Ex:

mtu;fs; elg;ghu;fs; my;yJ xLthu;fs; = "They will walk or 
run."

Ordinal Numbers / Dates
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Ordinal Numbers

Ordinal numbers are used to describe something's position relative to 
others. In other words, these are an object's rankings or placings.

Ordinal Numbers

To turn a number into an ordinal number, add the ending -MtJ.

The only exception is the ordinal number for 1, which is KjyhtJ. 
Here are the first 10 ordinal numbers:

Ordinal Numbers 1-10

KjyhtJ first

,uz;lhtJ second

%d;whtJ third

ehd;fhtJ fourth

Ie;jhtJ fifth

MwhtJ sixth

VohtJ seventh

vl;lhtJ eighth

xd;gjhtJ ninth

gj;jhtJ tenth

. = irregular

Dates

The only exception to using ordinal numbers, as they are, is when 
naming dates such as "February 29th" or "August 13th".
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Naming A Date

When naming a date, the suffix "-Mk;" is added to the number. The word 

"Njjp" follows the number.

The word Njjp means "date". Click learn about Thamil months and seasons. 
Some examples of dates (using English months):

nggp&tup ,Ugj;njhd;gjhk; Njjp = "February 29th"

Mfrl; gjp%d;whk; Njjp = "August 13th"

That, This, And Question Words

That, This, And Question Words

In Thamil, asking questions or pointing out objects up close ("this"/ 
"these") or objects far away ("that"/ "those") is very simple. In general, the 

prefix "m-" points out objects far away, the prefix ",-" points out objects 

up close, and the prefix "v-" asks "which?" or "what?" about the object.

There are a few groups of words in Thamil that differ only by their 
prefixes and are related in this way. In addition, the similarity between words
in one group is that they refer to the same thing. The chart below 
categorizes these words.

That This What/which Relationship

me;j that ,e;j this ve;j which? (adjectives)

mJ that 
thing ,J this 

thing vJ which 
thing? thing

mq;F there ,q;F here vq;F where? place

mg;nghOJ then ,g;nghOJ now vg;nghOJ when? time

mg;gb in that 
manner ,g;gb in this 

manner vg;gb how?
manner / 
method
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md;W that 
day ,d;W today vd;W which 

day? day

mt;tsT that 
much ,t;tsT this 

much vt;tsT hwo 
much? amount

mj;jid that 
many ,j;jid this 

many vj;jid how 
many? number

mtd; that 
boy ,td; this 

boy vtd; which 
boy? boy

mts; that girl ,ts; this girl vts; which 
girl? girl

mtu; that 
elder ,tu; this 

elder vtu; which 
elder? elder

mit those 
things ,it these 

things vit which 
things? things

More Question Words

There are a few more words that ask a question, but these words have 

no "m-/,-" equivalents.

Question Words

ahu; who?

vd;d what?

Vd; why?

vj;jidahtJ which rank?

When using the question word ahu;, the respect/plural verb suffix 

(-Mu;fs;) must be used with the verb. Ex:

ahu; Nghfpwhu;fs;? = "Who goes?"

Sentence Order

The words in the big chart above, whose relationship is either "time", 
"manner", or "day" are called adverbs. It is important to distiguinsh adverbs 
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because the placement of words in a Thamil sentence is different from 
English.

Thamil Sentence Word Order
subject1.
"other words"2.
adverbs3.
verb4.

To learn about using the verb ,U with adverbs for making sentences 
like "It is red" or "He is here", go to the next lesson, Adjectives / Adverbs.

Adjectives / Adverbs

Adjective / Adverb Relationships

Some nouns can take one ending to become an adjective or another 
ending to become an adverb. Not all nouns can form an adverb and an 
adjective. Some form neither of the two. The rules aren't precise here.

Like in English, adjectives precede the nouns which they describe, 
regardless of what place in the sentence word order the word falls.

Ending For Adjectives

Adjectives formed from a noun usually end in -Md.

Ending For Adverbs

Adverbs formed from a noun usually end in -Mf.

Adjective Adverb Noun

mofhd beautiful mofhf beautifully moF beauty

nkypjhd soft nkypjhf softly nkypJ softness

ePykhd blue ePykhf blue-ly ePyk; blueness
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gr;irahd green gr;irahf green-ly gr;ir green-ness

cg;ghd salty cg;ghf saltily cg;G salt, saltiness

Simple Sentences Revisited / ,U
Why would there be a need to make words like "green-ly" and 

"blueness"? Well, to start with, ePyk; is the word for blue. In Thamil, colors

are nouns, not adjectives.

In simple sentences in which something is being described by an 
adjective, adverbs are used instead of the adjectives. To make these 
sentences:

Convert the adjective into an adverb.1.

Then use the verb ,U as the word for "is". (Don't forget to put it into 
the correct tense and to add the correct verb suffix!)

2.

Remember to put the words in the correct order.3.

That's it! (Phew!)

Examples

mJ gr;irahf ,Uf;fpwJ = "It is green."

mJ rptg;ghf ,Uf;fpwJ = "It is red."

ehDk; NfhkjpAk; Ntfkhf XLNthk; = "Gomathi and I will run 
fast."

mtu;fs; rupahf NgRfpwhu;fs; = "They speak correctly."

me;j Nfs;tp kpf vspikahf ,Uf;fpwJ = "That question is 
very easy."

Professions / Family Words

Family Words
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There are more words in Thamil for family members, since the words 
are more specific about the relationship bewteen two family memebers. 
The number of words for family members in Thamil is perhaps a reflection 
that the extended family is an important part of Thamil society.

Family Words
Female Male

mk;kh mother mg;gh father

mf;fh older sister mz;zh older brother

jq;if younger sister jk;gp younger brother

mj;ij aunt khkh uncle

rpj;jp aunt rpj;jg;gh uncle

ngupak;kh aunt ngupag;gh uncle

Ngj;jp granddaughter Ngud; grandson

kUkfs; niece / 
daughter-in-law kUkfd; nephew / son-in-law

Professions

People who have a specific profession can be called by their 
profession. Some words are like compound words, with the name of the 
profession included.

Professions

fhty;fhud; policeman

fhty; = police
fhty;fhup policewoman

kUj;Jtu; doctor kUe;J = medicine

Plural Nouns
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Plural Noun Suffix Addition

The suffix for turning a singular noun into a plural noun is fs;. Since fs;
does not begin with a vowel, none of the special previously learned rules for 
adding suffixes apply. In addition, words that end in certain letters change 
while becoming plural.

Forming Plural Nouns

If the word ends in -k;, drop the -k; and add -q;fs;
If the word is one syllable...

and ends in a long vowel sound, add f;fs;
has a short vowel sound and ends in..

-y;, drop the -y; and add w;fs;
-s;, drop the -s; and add l;fs;

For all other nouns, add -fs;

This may seem like a lot, but it isn't. Most nouns fall into the last 
category, which is simple. One syllable words that end in a vowel sound are 

actually one-letter words. Words like this are G+, <, jP, but there aren't too 
many. There also aren't many short vowel sound, one-syllable words ending

in y; or s;, but some are gy; and fy;.
So although all of the rules may come in handy, it is typical to use the 

first rule and the last rule the most.

Examples

kuk; + -fs; = kuq;fs;
gok; + -fs; = goq;fs;
< + -fs; = <f;fs;
G+ + -fs; = G+f;fs;
fy; + -fs; = fw;fs;
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ge;J + -fs; = ge;Jfs;
E}y; + -fs; = E}y;fs;
Ks; + -fs; = Kl;fs;

Commands

Commands

A command is a statement requesting somthing to be done. Examples 
of a command are "Read." and "Write." Since comands are always directed
towards someone, it is optional to include the person's name (or a pronoun)
before the command.

Respect / Non-respect

In Thamil, commands have 2 forms. The first form (which is just the verb
root) is the non-respect form. This form is given to people of the same age 
or people younger. As previously said, a verb root by itself can be used as a 
command without respect. The other form of commands are those given 
with respect.

Commands With Respect

verb root + cq;fs;

Forming commands with respect uses the usual rules for adding suffixes.

Examples

cl;fhu; = "Sit."

ghUq;fs; = "Look."

eP gb = "You read."

ePq;fs; vOJq;fs; = "You write."

fhu;j;jpf;> mq;F NgR = "Karthik, speak there."
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mg;gh> ePq;fs; rikAq;fs; = "Father, you cook."

Negative Commands

Non-respect

Negative commands have different endings depending on whether the 
person gets respect, and whether the verb is weak or strong.

Negative Commands (non-respect)

For weak verbs: verb root + -MNj
For strong verbs: verb root + f;f; + -MNj

Ex:

fj;jhNj = "Don't yell."

ePq;fs; ghlhjPu;fs; = "You don't sing."

jq;if> NgrhNj = "Little sister, don't talk."

Respect

Negative Commands (respect)

For weak verbs: verb root + -MjPu;fs;
For strong verbs: verb root + f;f; + -MjPu;fs;

Ex:

mbf;fhNj = "Don't hit."

cijf;fhjPu;fs; = "Don't kick."

Fbf;fhNj = "Don't drink."

More Verbs
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More Weak Verbs

Xl;L drive

fj;J yell

ghL sing

ML dance

vOJ write

More Strong Verbs

Fsp bathe

mb hit

cij kick

re;jp meet

fhj;jpU wait

Irregular Verbs - th/Ngh

Being Irregular

The words th ("come") and Ngh are called irregular because they do 
not follow all of our previously learned rules exactly. The easiest way to 
show which rules these verbs follow is through a chart.

Irregular Verbs
Verb Form Come Go

verb root th Ngh
present tense tU + fpw; + verb suffix Ngh + fpw; + verb suffix
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future tense tU + t; + verb suffix Ngh + t; + verb suffix

command (non-resp.) th Ngh
command (resp.) thUq;fs; Nghq;fs;
neg. command (non-resp.) tuhNj NghfhNj
neg. command (resp.) tuhjPu;fs; NghfhjPu;fs;

Take a close look at the commands with respect, since they are much 
different from all the other verb forms. These aren't the only irregular verbs, 
but forunately, there are only a few others.

Examples

mtd; ehisf;F mq;F Nghthd; = "He will go there tomorrow."

ehd; tUfpNwd; = "I come."

NghfhjPu;fs; = "Do not go."

Thamil Cases

Thamil Cases

Certain special suffixes in Thamil are known as case suffixes. There are 
about 7 case suffixes, and they are only added to nouns. Each has a 
different meaning. Examples of the meanings of some case suffixes 
include "at"/"in", "for"/"to", and "from". In a setence, words that have case 
suffixes usually appear after the noun but before the adverb.

Case Suffixes

Adding case suffixes is the second instance where the word changes 
before a suffix is added. The first was when making plural nouns.

Adding Case Suffixes

If the word ends in -L or -W:
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add the case suffix using the basic set of suffix addtion rules if:
the word is made of two short letters

the final -L or -W is preceded by a consonant

change -L to l;l; or -W to w;w; and add the case suffix for any 
other word

If the word ends in -k;:
drop the -k;, add j;j;, and add the case suffix

Remember that a consonant is a letter that does not have a vowel sound

(e.g. f;, q;, r;, etc.). 

The pronouns change uniquely before adding suffix:

Case Suffixes - Word Changes

Word Change Before
Adding Case Suffix Word Change Before

Adding Case Suffix

ehd; vd;-
ehk; ek;-
ehq;fs; vq;fs;-

eP cd;-
ePq;fs; cq;fs;-

ePq;fs; cq;fs;-
mtd; mtd;-

mtu;fs; mtu;fs;-mts; mts;-
mtu; mtu;-
mJ mj;-/ mjd;- mit mtw;W-
Word Change Before Adding Case Suffix

vy;yhk; vy;yhtw;w;-

mJ changes very irregularly when adding case suffixes to it.
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See the next lesson about direct objects to see examples of case suffix 
rules.

Accusative Case

A direct object is a word that receives action. Another way to think about 
a direct object is to find the verb of the sentence, and then ask the question 
"Whom or what received the action of the verb?"

In the sentence "I drink water", the word "drink" indicates the action of 
the sentence. The action is drinking. To find the direct object, ask the 
question "What is being drunk?" The answer is "water". Therefore, "water"
is the direct object of the sentence.

Direct Objects

The direct objects of a sentence add -I to the end of the word.

It is important to remember that the suffix for direct objects is a case 

suffix. Therefore, words that end in -L, -W, and -k; add case suffixes 
according to different rules than do all other nouns.

Ex: 

ehd; goj;ij rhg;gpLfpNwd;. = "I eat fruit."

mtd; kuj;ij ntl;Lthdh? = "Will he cut the tree?"

(In the second example, the word "cut" is the verb, which means it is the 
action. To find the direct object, ask "Whom/What is being cut?" Here, it is 
the tree, which means it is the direct object.)

Multiple Suffixes

Already, we have seen one difference between case suffixes and other 
("non-case") suffixes, which is that words undergo changes before adding 
case suffixes. As we will see in later lessons, there is another difference
between these 2 categories of suffixes:
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Adding Multiple Suffixes To A Word
When adding more than one suffix to a word, suffixes are given this precedence 
when added:

Plural suffix1.
Case suffix2.
Other suffixes3.

Ex:

ehq;fs; fuz;biaAk; fj;jpiaAk; ghu;f;fpNwhk; = "We see the 
spoon and the knife."

mtd; kuq;fis ghu;g;ghdh? = "Will he see the trees?"

In the first example, the direct object is a compound, since two things 

are being seen. We need to add the case suffix -I for both words since 

they are direct objects, and we also need to add the non-case suffix -ck;
to both words since they are a part of a compound phrase. According to the

rule, -I is added first, and then -ck; is added.

Indefinite Pronouns

Indefinite pronouns refer to things that are not precisely known. The 
characteristics that distinguish and indefinite pronoun from other words is 
very subtle. (Thus, at first, understanding indefinite pronouns may be tricky 
and may require a little extra effort.) Examples of English indefinite 
pronouns are: "anyone", "anything", "everybody", "something", "other", "all", 
"some".

Two words for "all" were given in Lesson 7. The context in which 

vy;NyhUk; and vy;yhk; were used in Lesson 7 was to end a plural word or
list of several people or several things. The two words were being used as 
adjectives. Here, the words will be used as nouns to refer to "all people" or 
"all things".

Let us take 2 similar sentences:

Can Arasu answer the question?
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Can anyone answer the question?

In the first sentence, we are very sure who we are talking about -- Arasu. 
In the second sentence, we are not necessarily talking about Arasu. We are
only talking about the person or group of people who can answer the 
question. However, we are unsure which people belong to that group. The 
uncertainty in the group to which "anyone" refers makes "anyone" an 
indefinite pronoun.

Just as indefinite pronouns can be formed in English from question 
words ("whomever", "whatever"), indefinite pronouns are formed in Thamil 
from question words. In particular, the question words that are primarily 

used are vJ, vq;F, vg;nghOJ, vg;gb, vd;W, vt;tsT, vj;jid, 

ahu;, vd;d.

For these question words, the following rules apply:

Indefinite Pronoun - "every-"

Add the suffix -ck; to a question word to form a word with all-inclusive 
representation.

Ex:

ePq;fs; vq;Fk; NghtPu;fs; = "You will go everywhere"

Indefinite Pronoun - "some-"

Add the suffix -X to a question word to form a word which reflects uncertainty 
in the speaker and any observers.

Ex:

mJ vijNah rhg;gpLfpwJ = "It eats something"

Indefinite Pronoun - "any-" / "some-"

Add the suffix -MtJ to a question word to form a word which reflects 
uncertainty on the part of the speaker.

Ex:
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ahuhtJ NgRfpwhu;fsh? = "Is anyone speaking?"

Final Note On Indefinite Pronouns

In particular, the tricky part is distinguishing in which circumstances 

-MtJ or -X should be used. A likely pitfall might be to construct a 
thought in English and then attempt to translate this in Thamil. As you can 
see, some words in English have multiple, distinct meanings. Furthermore, 
words like "whomever", "whatever", etc. don't quite have a translation in 
Thamil, since their meaning in the context in which they are used is quite 
vague anyway. Once one begins to construct thoughts directly in Thamil, the
proper usage of the words will come more naturally. The more one speaks, 
Thamil, and corrects his/her mistakes in Thamil, the easier this subject will 
become.

Verb Classes

Thus far, we have been using the terms "weak verb" and "strong verb". 
This has proved sufficient for using present tense and future tense. But it is 
only half of the story.

Thamil verbs have been divided up into 7 verb classes. What is 
remarkable about Thamil is that all verbs belong to 1 of the 7 verb classes. 
The verbs of any particular class all follow the same pattern when it comes 
to making the past, present, and future tenses. Only relatively few words are

irregular. (We have already come across 2 -- th and Ngh.) Some 
exceptions exist to the general patterns of these verb classes, but such 
exceptions are minimal.

What we thought of as weak verbs is a generalization of Classes 1-4. 
Strong verbs are from Classes 6 and 7. Class 5 contains irregulars. It will 
not be discussed properly within the main lessons, but it can be found at 
Appendix A. Since most of the verbs that belong to a class have common 
characteristics, it will be helpful to memorize one verb from each class as a 
reference for other verbs in that class.

Class General Pattern Example
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1 1-syllable, short vowel, ends in -a;, -s;, -y; (see below)

1a ends in -a; nra;
1b ends in -s; Ms;
1c ends in -y; nry;

2 2 syllables, ends in -a;, -u;, -o;, -,, -I tsu;
3 ends in -c (exception -L, -W -- see below) NgR
4 ends in -L, -W NghL
5 Irregular verbs ~

6 combination of Class 2 and Class 4 patterns nfhL
7 ends in -m el

Exceptions And Irregulars

The ultimate determiner to which class a verb belongs is not the verb 
root, but the way it forms past and present/future tenses. (It will become 

clearer after the next lesson on the Past Tense.) This explains why mO is a 

Class 1a verb and Nru; is a Class 2 verb.

Note that there are probably no more than 10 or so verbs in Class 5. 
However, (even fewer) irregular verbs may appear in other classes. In 

particular, remember that th and Ngh are irregular verbs. However, th is a 

Class 2 verb, but Ngh fits into Class 3. Also, ,U is a Class 7 verb.

Verbs - Past Tense

The following chart shows how to put verbs into the past tense, based 
on their verb class.
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From this lesson forward, an attempt will be made to include the verb 
class number as a superscript to the verb root.

Class Past Tense

1a add j; + verb suffix

1b drop the -s;, then add z;l; + verb suffix

1c drop the -y;, then add d;w; + verb suffix

2 add e;j; + verb suffix

3 add ,d; + verb suffix

4 drop the -c, double the last letter, and add the verb suffix

5 ~

6 add j;j; + verb suffix

7 add e;j; + verb suffix

For future reference, we will need define the past tense stem as the part

of the past tense verb before the verb suffix. So for the verbs jL6 and 

fhj;jpU7, the past tense stems would be jlj;j;- and fhj;jpUe;j;-.

Examples

ehd; nra;Njd; = "I did"a.

mtu;fs; Mz;lhu;fs; = "They ruled"b.

ehq;fs; nrd;Nwhk; = "We went"c.

1.

eP tsu;e;jha; = "You grew"2.

mts; Ngrpdhs; = "She spoke"3.

ePq;fs; Nghl;Bu;fs; = "You put"4.
(see below)5.
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ehk; nfhLj;Njhk; = "We gave"6.

mJ ele;jJ = "It walked"7.

Examples Of Irregular Verbs

Verb Past Tense Present Tense Future Tense

epy;5 epd;whu;fs; epw;fpwhu;fs; epw;ghu;fs;
tpy;5 tpw;whd; tpw;fpwhd; tpw;ghd;
Nfs;5 Nfl;lhs; Nfl;fpwhs; Nfl;ghs;
th2 te;jhu;fs; tUfpwhu;fs; tUthu;fs;
jh2 je;Njd; jUfpNwd; jUNtd;
nrhy;3 nrhd;Ndd; nrhy;fpNwd; nrhy;Ntd;
gz;Z3 gz;zpNdhk; gz;ZfpNwhk; gz;ZNthk;
Ngh3 Nghdhu; Nghfpwhu; Nghthu;

Dative Case

The dative case is added to nouns to mean "to", "for", or "for the sake 
of".

Dative Case

If the word ends in -,, -<, -I, or -Ma;, add -f;F
All other words add the suffix -cf;F.

Again, remember that suffix rules for Thamil cases, as well as our basic set
of suffix rules, should be used in conjunction with the dative case suffix, if 

they are applicable. In general, non-case-suffixes (-M, -ck;, etc.) only 

follow the basic set of suffix addition rules. Case suffixes (-I, 
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-f;F/-cf;F, etc.) are added by first using case suffix rules, if they apply, 
before using the basic suffix rules.

Irregulars

Only a handful of words, which are all pronouns, add the dative case 
slightly differently.

Word Dative Case

ehd; vdf;F
eP cdf;F
mJ mjw;F
ehk; ekf;F

Examples

ePq;fs; filf;F NghfpwPu;fsh? = "Are you going to the store?"

Nkfyh cdf;F rhg;ghl;il thq;fpdhs; = "Mekalaa bought the 
candy for you"

ehd; tPl;Lf;F NghNtd; = "I will go home"

khL Mw;Wf;F NghfpwJ = "A bull goes to the river"

khztu;fs; jpdKk; tFg;Gf;F gbg;ghu;fs; = "Students read 
for class daily"

Foe;ijfs; G+q;fhTf;F Nghthu;fhs; = "Children will go to the 
park"

Sociative Case

The sociative case is used to show accompaniment in action. It's 
meaning generally corresponds to the word "with".
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Sociative Case

The sociative case is formed by adding the suffixes -cld; or -XL.

Examples

E}yfj;Jf;F mtDld; Ngh = "Go to the library with him."

eP vq;fSld; ehlfj;Jf;F tUthah? = "Will you come to the 
play with us?"

ehq;fs; JzpfSld; nrUg;Gfis thq;FfpNwhk; = "We buy 
the shoes with the clothes."

Habitual Tense

The habitual tense refers to verbs that show action occurring repeatedly.
The action can occur daily, weekly, or repeatedly over any other period of 
time.

The habitual tense would be used to say statements like "I wake up at 
5:00 daily". Sometimes, the habitual tense is used based on the context of 
the statement. If someone asks, "Do you want tea?" and you reply, "I don't 
drink tea," the habitual tense would be used to indicate that you have made 
it a habit not to drink tea.

Habitual Tense
A verb is put into the habitual tense by putting it into the future tense.

Examples

ehd; jpdKk; Ie;J kzpf;F vOe;jpUg;Ngd; = "I wake up at 
5:00 daily"

eP NjePu; Fbg;ghah? = "Do you drink tea?"

ehq;fs; fhy;ge;J jpdKk; tpisahLNthk; = "We play football 
everyday."
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Locative / Ablative Case

Locative Case

The locative case is added to nouns to mean "in", "at", or "on".

Locative Case

The locative case is formed by adding the suffix -,y;

Although the locative case can be translated into English using different 
words ("in", "at", "on") depending on the context, there is some commonality
in each word's meaning. The commonality seems to be that the English
words indicate a proximity to the location in reference.

The locative case, along with the dative case, is one of the most often 
used cases.

-,lk;

The case suffix -,lk; is affiliated with the locative case, but it takes on 
only a few specific meanings that are all different. Some meanings 
resemble the locative case, while sometimes it is used the way the dative 
case is. We will postpone it for later.

Ablative Case

The ablative case means "from".

Ablative Case

The ablative case is formed by adding the suffix -,ypUe;J

The exceptions to this are the words mq;F, ,q;F, and vq;F:

Word Ablative Case

mq;F mq;fpUe;J
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,q;F ,q;fpUe;J
vq;F vq;fpUe;J

Examples

gwit $l;bypUe;J gwf;fpwJ = "The bird flies from the nest"

fg;gy;fs; flypy; NghFk; = "Ships sail on the sea"

G+ Njhl;lj;jpy; tsu;fpwJ = "The flower grows in the garden"

Possessive / Instrumental Cases

Possessive Case

The possessive case is added to nouns to indicate that the noun has 
ownership or possession of something. It is something like the "--'s" that is 
added to the end of a word in English for the same purpose.

Possessive Case
The possessive case is formed for

nouns ending in -k;, -L, or -W by adding the case suffix 

-,Dila
all other nouns by adding the case suffix -cila.

The possessive case may also be formed by adding the suffix -,d;. It 
is equivalent to -cila except that it is not typically added to pronouns.

Instrumental Case

The instrumental case is added to nouns to mean "with the use of", 
"because of", or "by means of".

Instrumental Case
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The instrumental case is formed by adding the suffix -My;

Examples

mtd; fj;jpahy; khk;goj;jpDila Njhiy ntl;bdhd; = "He
cut the mango's skin with a knife"

mtSila fij nra;jpj;jhspy; tUkh? = "Will her story 
appear in the newspaper?"

Verbs And Case Forms Of mJ,mit

For many different forms, Thamil verbs are formed irregularly for the 

inanimate mJ, mit (and nouns that could be replaced by these 2 

pronouns). The following is a summary of how mJ and mit are dealt 
with for verbs and cases.

Verb Endings

Class Past Tense Present Tense Future Tense

mJ
1-4 past tense stem + 

-mJ*

verb + fpw; + -mJ verb + -ck;**
6-7 verb + f;fpw; + -mJ verb + f;f; + -ck;

mit
1-4 past tense stem + 

-md*

verb + fpd;wd verb + -ck;**
6-7 verb + f;fpd;wd verb + f;f; + -ck;

* There are 2 extra ways to make the past tense for mJ for class 3 

verbs, while the past tense for mit for class 3 verbs is irregular.

** Verbs which are 2 short syllables and end in -c drop the final -c
before adding -ck;
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Past Tense For mJ,mit Class 3 Verbs

The past tense of class 3 verbs for mJ can also be formed as

verb + ,aJ
verb + ,w;W

The past tense of class 3 verbs for mit is verb + ,d

Note: the information in the chart above completes the missing 
information from Lesson 3 on Verb Roots / Verb Suffixes.

Cases

From background information about Thamil cases, we saw that mit
changes to mtw;W- before adding cases. But mJ changes to one of 

two possibilites. Sometimes, mJ changes to mjd;- before adding the 

case suffix. Other times, mJ just adds the case suffix. And the dative is 

just mjw;F

Case Suffix / Case mJ mit
-I
(Accusative)

mij mtw;iw

-f;F
(Dative)

mjw;F mtw;Wf;F

-cld;
(Sociative)

mjDld; mtw;Wld;

-XL
(Sociative)

mNjhL mtw;NWhL

-,lk;
(Locative)

mjdplk; mtw;wplk;

-,y; mjpy; mtw;wpy;
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(Locative)

-,ypUe;J
(Ablative)

mjpypUe;J mtw;wpypUe;J

-cila
(Possessive)

mjDila mtw;Wila

-My;
(Instrumental)

mjdhy; mtw;why;
. = word changes with case suffix

Verbs Of The Dative Case

Some thoughts, such as "want"/"need", "know", "understand", etc. can 
be expressed in Thamil only using the dative case and a certain set of 
verbs. Sentences that use these verbs will be a little different from the 
sentences we have seen so far. The way the verbs are used will be 
different, and some verbs have certain peculiarities.

Understanding this type of sentence entails understanding the particulars
of each verb. To say the least, this lesson may be challenging and a bit 
tricky, but hopefully it will seem easier over time.

The Verbs

Positive Verbs
Past Tense Present/ Future Tense

~ NghJk; enough

~ Ntz;Lk; want / need

Past Tense Present Tense Future Tense

gpbj;jJ liked gpbf;fpwJ like gpbf;Fk; will like

Kbe;jJ was able KbfpwJ is/ am/ are 
able KbAk; will be able

njupe;jJ knew njupfpwJ know njupAk; will know
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Gupe;jJ understood GupfpwJ understand GupAk; will 
understand

fpilj;J/

fpilj;jd
received

fpilf;fpwJ/

fpilf;fpd;wd
receive fpilf;Fk; will receive

,Ue;jJ/

,Ue;jd
existed

,Uf;fpwJ/

,Uf;fpd;wd
exist(s) ,Uf;Fk; will exist

Negative Verbs
Past Tense Present/ Future Tense

Nghjtpy;iy was not 
enough NghjhJ is not/ will not be enough

~
did not want 
/ need Ntz;lhk; do not/ will not want / need

Past/ Present Tense Future Tense

gpbf;ftpy;iy did/ do not like gpbf;fhJ will not like

Kbatpy;iy was/ is not able KbahJ will not be 
able

njupatpy;iy did not/ do not know njupahJ will not know

Gupatpy;iy did not/ do not understand GupahJ will not 
understand

fpilf;ftpy;iy did not/ do not receive fpilf;fhJ will not 
receive

,y;iy did/ do not exist ,Uf;fhJ will not exist

From the chart of the positive verbs, we can see that the verbs can be 
put into groups:

NghJk;, Ntz;Lk;
gpb, Kb, njup, Gup
fpil, ,U

This might help in understanding the verbs.
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Verb Usage And Notes

Verbs With Dative Case
In dative-case sentences, the subject is put into the dative case and comes at 
the beginning, while the verb comes at the end of the sentence.

For the positive forms of some verbs, there is a past, present, and future

tense. However, the group of verbs gpb, Kb, njup, Gup express ideas that 
don't change from one moment to the next. For example, we reasonably 
assume that knowledge or understanding of something is retained

indefinitely. The same idea applies to gpb and Kb. The constant action of 
these verbs is a common usage of the habitual tense. Remember that the 
habitual tense is expressed in Thamil by whatever the future tense is. This 

also applies to the other verbs, but especially NghJk; and Ntz;Lk; and 
their negatives.

,U7, has appeared before in creating a particular simple sentence. There, 
it means something like the verb "be". Here, when used with the dative 

case, ,U means something like "be" or "exist" in a literal translation. 

However, in a practical translation of the entire sentence, ,U might be 
translated as the verb "have".

,U With The -,lk; Case Suffix

For sentences where ,U is the verb (and the objects are tangible), the case 

suffix -,lk; should be used instead of the dative case suffix -cf;F for the 
subject

For example, "I have a plate" would be vd;dplk; jl;L ,Uf;fpwJ. 

But emotions and ideas are expressed using the usual -cf;F for the 
dative case.

Kb With The -My; Case Suffix

For sentences where Kb is the verb, the case suffix -My; should be used 
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instead of the dative case suffix -cf;F for the subject

We can't say "was enough", "wanted", or "did not want" with types of 

sentences found in this lesson yet. If we use the verb Ntz;L3 in our 
standard type of sentences, then we can express "wanted". We will soon 
get to Negative Verbs which will allow us to say "did not want". There is no 
simple verb to say "enough", however.

Examples

mtu;fSf;F ,e;j ghlk; GupAkh? = "Do they understand this 
lesson?"

mtu;fSf;F mLj;j ghlq;fs; GupAk; = "They understand the 
next lessons"

vdf;F me;j jpiug;glj;ij gpbf;ftpy;iy = "I did not like that 
movie"

vdf;F gioa jpiug;glq;fis gpbf;Fk; = "I like old movies"

mtSf;F xU gupR fpilj;jJ = "She received a prize"

mtSf;F ey;y kjpg;ngz;fs; fpilj;jd = "She received 
good grades"

vq;fsplk; gzk; ,y;iy = "We have no money"

ahUf;fhtJ ,J njupAkh? = "Does anyone know this?"

cq;fSf;F czT Nghjtpy;iy = "The food is not enough for
you"

Infinitive

The infinitive is a simple word made out of the verb root. It corresponds 
well with the English infinitive in translations, which is the word "to" followed 
by the verb. (Ex: "to fall", "to wash"). It is used very often to help form other 
expressions and verb forms.
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Infinitive
The infinitive is formed by

adding -m to verbs in Classes 1-4 

(2-syllable short-vowel words ending in an -c sound drop the final -c
before adding -m)

adding -f;f to verbs in Classes 6-7

Ex:

fOt = "to wash"

tpo = "to fall"

nrhy;y = "to say"

gz;z = "to do"

Cw;w = "to pour"

Irregulars

Verb Infinitive

tpy;5 tpw;f
Nfs;5 Nfl;f
th2 tu
jh2 ju
Ngh3 Nghf

"Going To ...", Etc.

In English, we sometimes say "They are going to buy things" or "We 

went to play". To say "going to", follow the infintive with Ngh3. In addition to 
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Ngh3, this also applies to any other verbs that make sense in its place, such 

as tpL4, Kaw;rp nra;1a, tpUk;G3, and ghu;6.

Although ghu;6 means "see", when it is used here, it means "try". Kaw;rp 
nra;1a means "try" as it is, so both verbs mean the same thing here.

Ex:

mtu;fs; nghUs;fis thq;f Nghfpwhufs; = "They are going to 
buy things"

ehq;fs; tpisahl NghNdhk; = "We went to play"

mtd; NgUe;jpy; Vw Kaw;rp nra;jhd;> Mdhy; mtdhy; Vw 
Kbatpy;iy = "He tried to get on the bus, but he was not able to get
on."

Should / Should Not

Should / Should Not

To indicate "should", use infinitive + Ntz;Lk;
To indicate "shouldn't", use infinitive + $lhJ

Ex:

ehd; Gwg;gl Ntz;Lk; = "I should depart"

eP ghypy; jz;zPiu fyf;f $lhJ = "You shouldn't mix water in 
the milk"

Prior Uses Of The Infinitive

The infinitive has been the basis for some of the rules about negative 

commands and verbs with mJ and mit. Using the infinitive, the previous 
rules become:
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Negative Commands

Commands without respect are formed by replacing the final -m of the 

infinitive with -MNj. Commands with respect are formed by replacing the 

final -m of the infinitive with -MjPu;fs;.

Future Tense Of mJ, mit
The future tense of mJ and mit is formed by replacing the final -m of 

the infinitive with -ck;

Negative Verbs

Negative verbs are verbs which indicate that an action did not happen. 
Here, the word "negative" means "opposite", as in "to negate" something. 
We have seen this before in Negatives / Questions and Negative Commands.

Past/present Tense Negative Verbs

To form a negative verb, past or present, use infinitive + t; + -,y;iy

Since all infinitives end in an m sound, we automatically know that t;
must be inserted between the verb and -,y;iy.

Future Tense Negative Verbs

For nouns besides mJ and mit, the negative is infinitive + khl;l;
+ verb suffix

For mJ and mit, replace the final -m from the infinitive with 

-MJ

Ex:

ehd; Mis nfLjyhf Ngr tplkhl;Nld; = "I will not let the guy 
talk badly"
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me;j rpwg;ghd fpzw;wpy; jz;zPu; jPuhJ = "In that special well, 
water will not run out"

If Statements / Negative If Statements

If statements (a.k.a. conditionals) refer to sentences that go something 
like "If some action occurs ...". The negative form of this is something like
"If some action doesn't occur ...".

For verbs, the past tense stem is the part of the past tense verb to which
the verb ending is added. See Verbs - Past Tense for details.

If Statements

To turn a phrase into an if statement, add -My; to the past tense stem of the 
verb

Negative If Statements

To turn a phrase into a negative if statement, replace the final -m from the 

infinitive with -Mtpl;lhy;

Ex:

ahUk; fisia vLf;fhtpl;lhy;> mJ ,d;Dk; tsUk; = "If 
no one pulls out the weed, it will still grow"

AvP

In Thamil, there is a special way to describe a series of actions taking 
place. The final action is written as usual, using whichever verb forms that 
are appropriate. For each of the actions preceding the final action, the verbs
are changed into their AvP (adverbial participle) form.

AvP
The AvP of a verb is formed by adding
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-c to the past tense stem of the verb (classes 1-2, 4-7)

-, to the verb (class 3)

Ex:

mtd; Kl;ilfis thq;fp rikj;J jl;by; Nghl;L 
cdf;F nfhLf;fpwhd; = "He has bought and cooked eggs and has 
put them on a plate and gives them to you"

ehq;fs; efupy; Rw;wp ele;J tUfpNwhk; = "We will walk around in 
the city and then come"

Negative AvP

The negative AvP of a verb is formed by replacing the final -m from the 

infinitive with -Mky;

For ,U, however, the negative AvP is ,y;yhky;.

Continuous Tense

The continuous tense for verbs shows that the action occurs 
continuously (without stopping). Verbs in the continuous tense can also 
show that the action occurs in the past tense, present tense, or future tense.

The past continuous tense shows that the action was occurring in the
past. (Ex: "They have were laughing") The present continuous tense shows
the the action is currently occurring and ongoing. (Ex: "They are laughing")
The future continous tense shows that the action will be occurring 
continuously in the future. (Ex: "They will be laughing")

Continuous Participle

A verb can be put in the continuous tense by AvP + nfhz;L + ,U7

The past, present, or future continuous tense can be formed by putting 
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,U7 into the past, present, or future tense, respectively.

Ex:

me;j ,uz;L ghl;bfSk; mul;il 
mbj;Jf;nfhz;bUg;ghu;fs; = "Those two grandmothers will be 
gossiping"

fhfq;fs; fhiyapy; fiue;Jf;nfhz;bUf;Fk; = "Crows will be 
crowing in the morning"

ngupa tPjpfspy; tz;bfs; Ngha;f;nfhz;bUf;fpd;wd = 
"Vehicles are going in big streets"

mtu;fs; rpupj;Jf;nfhz;bUe;jhu;fs; = "They were laughing"

Quotations & Complex Sentences - vd;5

The verb vd;5 is one of the Class 5 Verbs. vd;5 means "say", just like 

nrhy;3. In addition, vd;5 can also be used to make complex sentences, as 
we will see in this lesson.

Quotations

Quotations are used to restate what other people have said. Direct 
quotations show exactly what people have said. (Ex: " 'The fisherman 
departed in the boat', said the child.") Indirect quotations show what people
have said, but not necessarily in the exact way that they said it. (Ex: "The
child said that the fisherman departed.")

The word vd;W, which is also the AvP of vd;5, is placed immediately 
after the quotation. Traditionally in Thamil, the indirect form of quotations 
has been used predominantly. In the history of Thamil, the usage of the
quotation marks is a relatively recent thing. Thus, direct quotations in Thamil
are distinguished mainly by quotation marks, and indirect quotations do not 
have quotation marks.
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Ex:

"ehd; jhkjkhf ,Uf;fpNwd;" vd;W khztd; fj;jpdhd; = " 'I 
am late!' the student screamed. "

"kPdtu;fs; fg;gypy; Gwg;gl;lhu;fs;" vd;W rpWkp nrhd;dhs; = " 
'The fishermen departed in the boat', said the girl."

kPdtu;fs; Gwg;gl;lhu;fs; vd;W rpWkp nrhd;dhs; = "The girl 
said that the fishermen departed."

When restating the speech of another person, the correct tense of vd;5
can be used as an alternative to the "vd;W ... nrhy;3" style of quotations.

Ex:

"ek;Kila Njhl;lj;jpy; thio kuq;fSk; njd;id 
kuq;fSk; ,Uf;fpd;wd" vd;whd; tptrhap = " 'Banana trees and 
coconut trees in our farm,' said the farmer."

"ek;Kila Njhl;lj;jpy; thio kuq;fSk; njd;id 
kuq;fSk; ,Uf;fpd;wd" vd;W tptrhap nrhd;dhd; = " 'Banana 
trees and coconut trees are in our garden,' the farmer said."

ek;Kila Njhl;lj;jpy; thio kuq;fSk; njd;id 
kuq;fSk; ,Uf;fpd;wd vd;W tptrhap nrhd;dhd; = "The 
farmer said that banana trees and coconut trees are in our garden."

Complex Sentences

Complex sentences can be formed using vd;W to insert new phrases 
in a way that is similar to how indirect quotations are formed. The phrase is

inserted into the sentence and is followed immediately with vd;W. In such 
sentences, the embedded phrase can often be a question.

Translations of the Thamil to English will vary according to the sentence.

Ex:
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thdk; Vd; ePykhf ,Uf;fpwJ  vd;W cdf;F njupAkh?

= "Do you know why the sky is blue?"

ngupa fg;gy;fs; flypy; vg;gb kpjf;Fk;  vd;W 

nrhy;Yq;fs;

= "Tell how big ships float in the ocean"

Verbal Adjectives

A verbal adjective is a phrase that acts as an adjective by describing a 
noun. A verbal adjective, in specific, describes the noun by what the noun
does. For example, take the sentence "The elephant sleeps." We can
rewrite this as the phrase, "the sleeping elephant". Here, "standing" is a
verbal adjective describing the elephant. Taking the sentence "The lion fell",
the corresponding phrase would be "the fallen lion", where "fallen" is the 
verbal adjective.

Verbal Adjective - Past/Present Tense
A verbal adjective, followed by the noun which it describes, can be formed by 
moving the subject of a sentence to the end, and replacing the verb suffix of the

verb with -m

Verbal Adjective - Future Tense
A verbal adjective, followed by the noun which it describes, can be formed by 
moving the subject of a sentence ot the end. The future tense verb is replaced

by its infintive, and the infinitive's final -m is replaced by -ck;

(Note: remember that replacing the final -m of an infinitive with -ck;
gives the same word as the future tense for mJ and mit. This may be
a source of confusion. Forgetting this fact might make correct sentences
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appear incorrect and vice versa.)

Ex:

J}q;Ffpw ahid = "The sleeping elephant"

J}q;Ffpw ahid epiwa fliy gUg;G rhg;gpl;lJ = "The 
sleeping elephant ate lots of peanuts"

tpOe;j rpq;fk; = "The fallen lion"

tpOe;j rpq;fk; Nrw;wpy; fplf;fpwJ = "The fallen lion lies in the 
mud"

The translation of the verbal adjectives into English can be done in a 
systematic way. That is to be expected, though, because translation is not
formulaic and English is an irregular language. 

Ex:

Nfhopfs; gUg;G rhg;gpLk; = "The chickens will eat lentis"

gUg;G rhg;gpLk; Nfhopfs; = "The chickens that will eat lentis"

gUg;G rhg;gpLk; Nfhopfs; ,g;nghOJ ,q;F tUfpd;wd = 
"The chickens that will eat lentils come here now"

jiuapy; cUs;fpw ge;Jfs; rpwpajhf ,Uf;fpd;wd = "The 
balls that roll on the ground are small"

NgRk; Ngr;rhsu;fSf;F jz;zPu; itAq;fs = "Leave water for 
the orators that will speak"

Perfect Tense / tpL

A verb in the perfect tense shows an action whose completion is 
definite. The past perfect tense shows an action that had completed before 
other events that also took place in the past. The present perfect tense
shows an action that has just completed, and the future perfect tense shows
an action that will be completed in the future.

The following sentences are examples of the past, present, and future 
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tenses in English for the verb "dance": "She had danced before singing" 
(past), "She has danced and will sing soon" (present), "She will have 
danced by the time she sings" (future).

Perfect Tense

The perfect tense of a verb is formed by AvP + ,U7

By itself, the verb tpL4 means "leave". When combined with the AvP, it
shows certainty or definiteness in the occurrence of an action.

Verbs - Certainty In Occurrence

The AvP + tpL4 shows certainty in the action's occurrence

Because of the certainty that it expresses, AvP + tpL4 is used for 

emphasis. The past tense of AvP + tpL4, in addition to showing 
definiteness that the action happened, also indicates that the action 
completed.

Ex:

ehd; nrt;tha;f;fpoik tPl;by; Rj;jk; nra;Jtpl;Nld; = "On 
Tuesday I cleaned inside the house"

Nfhij ,uz;L jlitfs; MbapUf;fpwhs; = "Kothai has 
danced two times"

mtu;fs; ehis MW kzpf;F te;jpUg;ghu;fs; = "They will 
have come by 6 o'clock tomorrow"

mtu; Rtupy; khl;bapUe;j glk; Neuhf ,Uf;fpwJ = "The 
picture that she has mounted on the wall is straight"

mQry; tpiuthf te;JtplNtz;Lk; = "The mail must come
soon"

G+id fhfpjj;ij fpopj;Jtpl;lJ = "The cat tore the paper"

Verbal Nouns
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Verbal nouns are similar to verbal adjectives, in that they are constructed 
from phrases. But as the name suggests, verbal nouns turn phrases into
nouns.

Verbal Noun - Past/Present Tense
A verbal noun is made from a phrase by replacing the verb with past/present 

tense stem + mJ

Verbal Noun - Future Tense
For verbs in

Classes 1-4, replace the verb with verb root + t; + -mJ
Class 5, replace the verb with future tense stem + g; + -mJ
Classes 6-7, replace the verb with verb root + g;g; + -mJ

See the lesson on Class 5 Verbs for reference on Class 5 future tense 
stems.

Another way of thinking about verbal nouns is this: replace the verb suffix

(for nouns besides mJ and mit) with -mJ. For mJ and mit in 

the past and present tense, also replace the verb suffix with -mJ.

Properties Of Verbal Nouns

Verbal nouns can take case suffixes. When taking case suffixes, verbal

nouns behave like mJ. The final -mJ will be replaced with whatever 

word mJ would change to in the same situation. For example, -mJ
would change to -mjdhy; in the instrumental case, and -mjw;F in the 
dative case. 

ehd; nrhd;dtw;iw eP Nfl;lhah? = "Did you hear the things that I
said?"

rhiy fl;LtJ Kbe;Jtpl;lJ vd;W kf;fs; nrhd;dhu;fs;
= "The people said that the building of the road had finished"
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Reflexive Pronouns / nfhs;

Reflexive Pronouns

Reflexive pronouns are pronouns that refer back in some way to the 
subject of the same sentence. One way reflexive pronouns can occur in
English is by words such as "myself", "yourself", "ourselves", "themselves",
etc.

The equivalent of such reflexive words in Thamil, for 1st and 2nd 
person, is achieved simply by using the corresponding pronoun.

Ex:

ehd; vd;id gw;wp NgrpNdd; = "I talked about myself"

ePq;fs; cq;fis ntWf;fhjPu;fs; = "Don't hate yourself"

There are special reflexive pronouns for 3rd person. They can take case
suffixes, and change before doing so.

Reflexive 3rd Person Prounous
Singular Plural

jhd; jhq;fs;

Reflexive 3rd Person Prounous - Changes With Case Suffixes
Singular Plural

jd;- jq;fs;-

nfhs;

One of the meanings of nfhs;1 is "hold". But we have already seen

nfhs;1 to help express something else. Namely, the AvP of nfhs;1, which 

is nfhz;L, is used along with ,U7 to help express the continuous tense. If
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we only use nfhs;1, we can form reflexive verbs. Reflexive verbs relate the
action back to the subject. Another way of thinking about reflexive verbs is
that they show the subject performs the action alone.

Reflexive Verbs

A verb can be made reflexive by using AvP + nfhs;1

Ex:

kfs; fbjj;ij vOjp nfhs;fpwhs; = "The daughter wrote the 
letter herself"

mts; mQ;ry; epiyaj;Jf;F Ngha; fbjj;ij mDg;gp 
nfhz;lhs; = "She went to the post office and mailed the letter
herself"

Simultaneous actions can be expressed with nfhs;1 and the continuous 

tense.

Simultaneous Action
For verbs whose actions occur simultaneously, replace all verbs except for the 

last verb with AvP + nfhz;L

Ex:

mtu;fs; rpupj;J nfhz;L ghb nfhz;L te;jhu;fs; = "They 
came laughing and singing"

Passive Voice / gL

Passive Voice

The sentences we have discussed so far, with perhaps the exception of 
the type of sentences made only with the dative case, are active sentences.
They are called active because the subject clearly performs the action of 
the verb. (E.g. "It runs", "They saw the movie") Passive voice refers to the
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use of passive verbs. Passive verbs show action happening to the direct
object. However, sentences with passive verbs do not have a subject, or
the subject is indirectly expressed. (E.g. "The movie was seen", "They 
movie was seen by them")

Passive Voice
A sentence is put into passive voice by

replacing the verb with infinitive + gL4

removing the case suffix -I from the direct object

adding the case suffix -My; to the subject, if it is expressed indirectly

Note that the gL4 of the passive verb is conjugated (i.e. gets its verb 
ending) according to the direct object.

Ex:

murpay;thjpfs; me;j rl;lj;ij jLj;jhu;fs; = "Politicians 
blocked that law"

me;j rl;lk; jLf;f gl;lJ = "That law was blocked"

Xl;Ldu;fs; NgUe;Jfis Xl;Lfpwhu;fs; = "Drivers drive the 
buses"

NgUe;Jfs; Xl;Ldu;fshy; Xl;l gLfpd;wd = "The buses were 
driven by drivers"

epiwa Ngu; mtid kjpg;ghu;fs; = "Many people will respect him"

mtd; kjpf;f gLthd; = "He will be respected"

gL

The verb gL4 is used on its own to express emotions. The related word

gLj;J3 is used to express the creation of the same emotions.

Emotions Expressed With gL4 / gLj;J3

Emotion Meaning
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kfpo;r;rp happiness

ngUik pride

ntl;fk; shyness

rpukk; hardship

mtruk; haste, urgency

Iak; doubt

nghwhik jealousy

Nfhgk; anger

mr;rk; fear
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